2. Mazur's property and the e-tensor product. In [5, Proposition 5.1] , it is shown that E& e F inherits Mazur's property from E and F if we assume (among other conditions) that U E ' or L/ F . is weak* sequentially compact. We generalize this result by considering the following weakening of the condition of having a weak* sequentially compact dual ball. Recall that a subset A of a Banach space E is limited in E if every weak* null sequence in E' converges uniformly to 0 on A.
DEFINITION 2.1. A Banach space E has the Gelfand-Phillips property (E e (GP)) if every limited set in E is relatively compact.
It is known that E e (GP) if U E > contains a weak* sequentially precompact norming subset, but the converse is false; see, e.g., [8] . For more on the Gelfand-Phillips property, we refer to [3] and [8] . In the following theorem, we consider the space K W .{E',F) of compact weak*-weakly continuous operators from E' into F. Of course Fix (n n ) and T as above. By restriction, we may consider T as a map from Z/(jU, E) to c 0 . There exists a weak* null sequence (F m Proof. Let x" e E" be weak* sequentially continuous. For all n,x" E ' n is a weak* sequentially continuous functional in E" n and hence is equal to some x(n) e E n . It follows m easily from the weak* sequential continuity of x" that E x(n)-*x", O(E", E'), as m-*°°. Hence there is a normalized sequence (*,') with x\ e E E' n such that ( E x{n),x' t )> e for every /. On the other hand, "~P l "~P i since (*,') is weak* null and x" is weak* sequentially continuous. This contradiction proves the claim.
) in L p (/i, E)' such that T(h) = ((h,F m )) m for all h e L p (n, E). Recall that we may identify each
The result above may be extended to some unconditional sums. A cardinal number m is a real-valued measurable cardinal if there is a real-valued measure defined on all subsets of a set of cardinality m for which points have measure 0 [4, p. 560 Proof. Let x" e E" be weak* sequentially continuous. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one verifies that x" E , y e E y for all y. Let x(y) = x" E^ for all y e F. We need to show that (a) E x(y) converges in E, and (b) x" = E x(y). 
